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Abstract
This paper deals with vibrato detection, vibrato extraction on f0 trajectory, and vibrato parameter es-
timation and modi�cation. Vibrato detection and extraction are aimed at being a �rst step for note
segmentation of singing voice signals. The aim is also to characterize sounds with the descriptor: \pres-
ence of vibrato" or \absence of vibrato". Changing vibrato parameters, that is to say its magnitude and
its frequency, is also one of the possible musical applications. It is �rstly required to detect the presence
of vibrato. In order to do that, several approaches are possible: we can analyse directly the sound signal
or its f0 trajectory. For each approach, several techniques exist: some of them are described here: the
\spectrum modelling" method, the \spectral envelopes distortion" method, the \AR prediction" method,
the \analytic signal" method and the \minima { maxima detection" method. Their performance are
compared. Secondly, the parameterization is completed: if there is vibrato, the parameters of the vibrato,
that is to say its frequency and its magnitude, are given. Thirdly, the vibrato is extracted on f0 trajectory
to obtain a no-vibrato melodic evolution. This \at" fundamental frequency is useful for segmentation of
musical excerpts into notes, but can also be used for sound modi�cation or processing.

1 Introduction

This work on vibrato detection and extraction is a
part of a segmentation and indexation tool described
in [RRS+99]. This tool is a �rst step of a more ambi-
tious project whose goal is to segment and labelize any
sound (monophonic or polyphonic, harmonic or inhar-
monic, etc.) as automatically as possible.

Several methods to detect vibrato have been tested.
The two �rst methods presented are based directly on
the sound signal. The �rst one, contrary to the second
one, provides all the parameters of the vibrato. These
two methods work with 20 up to 30 ms long windows.
The three other methods we present are based on the
f0 trajectory and require 300 ms long windows. They
give the vibrato parameters. Finally, the vibrato can be
removed on the f0 trajectory using data obtained with
the last method.

Each vibrato detection method provides its own an-
swer to the question: is there vibrato? Data fusion meth-
ods are used for combining several opinions on a given
question. The aim is to obtain a decision more precise
and/or certain than any local decision. Each opinion is
provided by a sensor. Then, in our case, each vibrato
detection method can be considered as a sensor. The
same problematic is possible for the question: what are
the vibrato frequency, magnitude and phase?

2 Vibrato detection

2.1 Method based on \spectrum mod-
elling"

Let us consider a periodic and centered sound signal com-
posed of the �rst H harmonics of its fundamental fre-
quency f0. This signal is modulated by a vibrato which
frequency, magnitude and phase are respectively fv, Av

and �v. The signal model M (t) is:
M (t) =
HX
h=1

Bh cos

�
2�hf0t+

hAv

fv
sin(2�fvt+ 'v) + 'h

�
where Bh is the magnitude of the partial h and 'h its
phase. M (t) can be written as:
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+1X
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Bh cos[(2�fvt+ 'v)n+
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where Jn
�
hAv

fv

�
is the Bessel function of the �rst kind

and the nth order. The Fourier spectrum, computed on
a windowed signal frame, is:

M̂ (f) =
HX
h=1

+1X
n=�1

Jn(
hAv

fv
)�

fŴ (f � hf0 � nfv)(ah + ibh) exp(in'v)+
Ŵ (f + hf0 + nfv)(ah � ibh) exp(�in'v)g

where ah = Bh

2 cos('h) is the real part of the complex

magnitude of the partial h, bh = Bh

2
sin('h) the imagi-

nary part of the complex magnitude of the partial h, and
Ŵ the Fourier Transform of the window.
The determination of the P = 2H + 4 unknown pa-



rameters x = [ah; bh; f0; fv; Av; �v] of an observed
signal s is performed by an iterative minimization of the
squared error � between the observed spectrum Ŝ and its
model M̂ .
Henceforth, the value of f0 is supposed to be known, as

the method is very sensitive to errors on this parameter.
matlab simulations give results shown on �gures 1 and
2. The values of the actual parameters are: H = 3,
f0 = 400 Hz, Av = 20, fv = 5, 'v = 1, B1 = 1,
B2 = 0:5, B3 = 1=3, '1 = 1:0, '2 = 0:7, '3 = 1:6.
And the initial conditions for the iterative algorithm are:
Av(0) = 19:0, fv(0) = 5:25, 'v(0) = 0:95, B1(0) = 1:05,
B2(0) = 0:475, B3(0) = 0:2375, '1(0) = 1:05, '2(0) =
0:665, '3(0) = 1:68. The error on the parameter param
(which actual value is param) at the kth iteration is:
e(k) = 10 log10 fj(param(k) � param)=paramjg.
As �(k) = (MH

(k) � SH)(M (k) � S) and x(k�1)
is supposed to be known at step k, the analyti-

cal expression of the derivatives
@M(k�1)

@xi

1 are com-
puted. Then: xk = xk�1 + �(k�1), with �(k�1) =

(HH
(k�1)H(k�1))

�1HH
(k�1)(S � M (k�1)) and H(k�1) =�

@M (k�1)

@x1
� � �

@M (k�1)

@xP

��
| {z }

P

N . To obtain �gures 1 and

2, we use fe = 44100 Hz, a window w of size T = 0:04 s,
and a 4096 bins fft. It can be seen that the method
converges toward the actual values in 10 iterations. This
method has not been tested on real sound signals. In
practice it is also required to consider the inuence of
tremolo and of the harmonics of the vibrato.
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Figure 1: Error e(k) on
Av(k), fv(k) and 'v(k)
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Figure 2: Error e(k) on
B1(k), B2(k), B3(k), '1(k),
'2(k) and '3(k)

2.2 Method based on \spectral en-
velopes distortion"

Distortion of the spectral envelope of a sound due to vi-
brato is very typical. This distortion can easily be shown
using two temporal windows centered at the same tem-
poral position. The length of the �rst one is chosen su�-
ciently small (20 ms) in order to neglect vibrato inuence
while the length of the second one is large enough (60
ms) to exhibit the distortion due to vibrato.
In practice, spectral envelopes are estimated using the

method described by Serra in [Ser89]. First, the local
maxima of the magnitude spectrum are detected. Some
rules are used to eliminate the peaks which are too small

1The derivatives
@M(k�1)

@xi
are not given here, but one can easily

found them.

compared to their neighbours. Then, the spectral enve-
lope is drawn by joining the detected peaks. The spectral
envelope obtained with the �rst window is called aI , and
the second one is called aII .
Now, we observe that the relative di�erence d(f) =

aI(f)�aII (f)
aI (f) between the two envelopes grows quite lin-

early with frequency f (see �gure 3) when there is some
vibrato e�ect, otherwise a noisy curve is obtained. This
near linear behavior can be explained using frequency
modulation standard literature (see [Ven90]). The Car-
son's band is de�ned as the band which comprises 98 % of
the energy of a modulated sinusoid. For sinusoidal mod-
ulation, this band is equal to B = 2(fmod +�f), where
fmod is the modulation frequency and �f the magni-
tude of the modulation. In our case, the Carson's band
is equal to Bi = 2(fv + iAv) for the partial i. Then B(i)
grows linearly with i.
The vibrato detection can be achieved by the estima-

tion of d(f) as a �rst order polynom: �f + �. If there
is vibrato, � is great, otherwise it is very small. The f0
trajectory for a ute (without vibrato: it can be noticed
that there is a very low vibrato on the longest note) and
for a singing voice (with vibrato) excerpts are shown on
�gures 4 and 5. Results on the ute and on the singing
voice excerpts are shown in �gure 6.
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Figure 3: Linear growth of d(f)
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Figure 4: f0 for the ute excerpt

2.3 Method based on \AR prediction"

In this method, the vibrato is extracted directly from the
f0 trajectory. Notes are usually shorter than one second.
Standard values of vibrato periods [0:1 s ::: 0:3 s] limit
the number of vibrato periods to a maximum of two or
three periods per note, that is to say during a stationary
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Figure 5: f0 for the singing voice excerpt
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Figure 6: Temporal evolution of � for the ute and for
the singing voice excerpts

signal. Then, the vibrato frequency can not be precisely
extracted by a short-time Fourier spectral analysis, since
the number of periods per segment of stationary signal
(i.e. per note) is less than required [4 ::: 5] for a su�cient
frequency resolution.

The idea of the method is to double the number of
samples by extrapolating the f0 signal with a predictive
model. 0.3 second segments are considered. The sam-
pling frequency of the f0 trajectory is 100 Hz, then each
segment is composed of N = 30 samples. The N samples
are 0-centered. An ar modelling is performed. A back-
ward and a forward prediction are estimated. The length
of the two predictions is equal to N=2 samples. Then,
�nally, we obtain 2N = 60 samples. A fft is computed
on this new segment and the vibrato frequency is ex-
tracted by a precise localisation of the maximum of the
magnitude spectrum. Experimental results for the ute
excerpt (�gures 7 and 8) and for the singing voice excerpt
(�gures 9 and 10) prove the noticeable improvments pro-
vided by the auto-regressive estimation and extrapola-
tion. The precision and the stability of the results are
improved. For the ute excerpt, it can be noticed that
the low vibrato (Av is small) present on the longest note
(from 4 to 6 second) is detected.

2.4 Method based on the \analytic sig-
nal"

We use this method directly on the temporal evolution
of the fundamental frequency f0, although it is normally
used directly on sound signals (see [Hes83]). The �rst
step of the original method is to obtain an approximation
of the fundamental component s(i) ' cos(2�f0i=fe + �)
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Figure 7: fv found for the
ute excerpt. No predic-
tion is done.
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Figure 8: fv found for the
ute excerpt. Prediction
is done.
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Figure 9: fv found for the
singing voice excerpt. No
prediction is done.
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Figure 10: fv found for
the singing voice excerpt.
Prediction is done.

by using a low-pass �lter (in 1
fK

) on the 0-centered ver-
sion of the original signal. Then an analytic version
S(i) ' exp(2j�f0i=fe + j�) = exp(j�i) is obtained us-
ing an Hilbert �ltering. The instantaneous fundamental
frequency is deduced as f0 ' fe=(2�)arg(S(i + 1)S�(i)),
where � stands for the conjugation. Finally, the instan-
taneous frequency is Kay �ltered (see [Kay88]):

�f0(i) =
1

2�

i+N�2X
n=i

1:5N

N2 � 1

 
1�

�
n� (N=2 � 1)2

N=2

�2!
f0(n)

As we use this method on the f0 trajectory itself, har-
monics which are naturally low if not absent can be ne-
glected. Then we only need to band-pass �lter the sig-
nal inside of interval [3 ::: 11] Hz. fv ' fe=(2�)arg(S(i+
1)S�(i)) is obtained by the system presented on �gure 11.
The length of the three impulse responses is T = 0:35s,
i.e. N1 = N2 = N3 = 35 samples.
The results for the ute excerpt and for the singing

voice excerpt are shown on �gures 12 and 13.
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Figure 11: Synoptic of the method based on the analytic
signal

2.5 Method based on \Minima { max-

ima detection"

Local maxima of the f0 trajectory are detected and
precisely pinpointed by interpolation. All the tempo-
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Figure 12: fv found
for the ute excerpt us-
ing the \analytic signal"
method)
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Figure 13: fv found for
the singing voice excerpt
using the \analytic sig-
nal" method

ral distances between two successive local maxima are
calculated. Then variance of these distances is com-
puted as well as the number of distances comprised be-
tween 0:15 s and 0:25 s (which correspond to a 4Hz to
6:7Hz vibrato). The same processing is done for the
local minima. In the presence of a vibrato, both vari-
ances have low values and number of distances reach
high values. Moreover, a large value for: Mfreq =

mean

�
maxinterp �mininterp

(maxinterp +mininterp)=2

�
shows that the vi-

brato is signi�cant. More details concerning the method
can be found in [RRS+99]. Some results obtained for the
ute and for the singing voice excerpts described above
are given in the table 1.

Vmax Vmin Pmax Pmin Mfreq

song 0.0010 0.0012 85 % 84 % 0.087

ute 0.0090 0.0100 50 % 46 % 0.032

Table 1: Vibrato detection results

3 Vibrato parameters estimation

and vibrato extraction and

modi�cation

\Spectrum modelling", \AR prediction", \analytic sig-
nal" and \minima-maxima detection" methods provide
estimations of the vibrato parameters. Then it is possi-
ble to remove or modify the existing vibrato of a sound.
The vibrato is extracted on the f0 trajectory using a by-
product of the \minima { maxima detection" method:
maxinterp+mininterp

2
is a good estimation of what would

be the f0 trajectory with no vibrato. Then the new vi-
brato can be added to this new f0 trajectory and a sound
signal can be synthetized using this processed f0 evolu-
tion. Results using an ircam software called diphone
on a singing voice excerpt can be found at:

http://www.ircam.fr/equipes/analyse-synthese/rossigno/

4 Conclusion

In this paper, some e�cient vibrato detection techniques
have been presented. Very di�erent approaches of the

problem have been considered. The results are compara-
ble or complementary each other. Other methods can be
found in the literature (see for example [Lar89], [HB98]).
Vibrato estimation can be very useful for segment-

ing musical sounds into notes. Indeed, segmentation
using the derivative of f0 trajectory may be fail, as
the frequency deviation generated by a vibrato can be
greater than the f0 deviation between two successive
notes. Then removing the vibrato from the f0 trajec-
tory by using the results of the previous stages of the
analysis helps to improve the segmentation into notes.
As a conclusion, we can also notice that analysing the

tremolo is rather di�erent: The \spectrum modelling"
method has to be adapted. The \spectral envelopes dis-
tortion" method cannot be used as there is no typical
distortion of the spectral envelope due to tremolo. But
the methods based on f0 trajectory analysis can be ap-
plied directly on power trajectory for tremolo detection
and extraction.
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